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Abstract: This paper proposed novel multilevel inverter with low number of switches. Multilevel inverters are 

applicable for high power purpose in industries which become very popular. When compared to two level 

inverters these multilevel inverters produces good quality of output wave from. In such a way that, at first new 

proposed topology which as sub multilevel inverter is designed after that cascaded connection of sub multi level 

inverters called as novel cascaded multilevel inverter is proposed. This proposed novel cascaded multilevel 

inverter uses less number of switching devices. Separate attention optimal structure has been achieved by 

considering in different aspects such as number of switching devices, number of dc voltage sources and standing 

voltages on switching devices. This proposed novel cascaded multilevel inverter analyzed in symmetric and 

asymmetric forms of topologies which were compared with other multilevel inverter topologies suppose normal 

H bridge multilevel inverter by considering number components such as number of switches & IGBTs etc. The 

validity of proposed multilevel inverter   verified with computer simulation.  

Keywords: Power Electronics; multilevel inverters; sub multilevel inverter; optimal structure; symmetric and 

asymmetric; high quality wave form. 

 

I. Introduction 

Basically multilevel inverter is an array of semiconductor devices and dc sources. Multilevel inverters 

are more popular for high power purposes in Industry because of high quality output voltage wave forms when 

compared to two level inverters. By increasing number of levels in Multilevel inverter the output voltage has 

more steps like staircase waveform which has less harmonic distortion. The concept of utilizing multiple small 

voltage levels to perform power conversion was patented by an MIT researcher over twenty years ago [1, 

2].Three types of well known Multilevel inverters are there 1. Neutral point clamped (NPC) Multilevel inverter 

or Diode clamped Multilevel (DCML) Inverter (Three   level inverter) 2. Flying capacitor (FC) Multilevel 

Inverter 3.Cascaded H-Bridge (CHB) Multilevel inverter 4.Other multilevel inverters. Diode-clamped multilevel 

inverter is the first generation three level inverter. This provides multiple voltage levels through connection of 

the phases to a series bank of capacitors. A common dc bus is shared by all these phases there by capacitance 

requirement of converter is minimized. The capacitors can be charged as a group in advance. Efficiency is more 

for fundamental frequency witching. The real power flow is difficult for single inverter due to the intermediate 

dc levels will overcharge. The total number of clamping diodes requirement is quadratic ally related to the 

number of levels [5, 6]. Another fundamental multilevel inverter topology is the flying capacitor which involves 

series connection of capacitor clamped switching cells. Flying capacitor multilevel inverter offers some 

redundant switching states that can be used to regulate capacitor voltages. The number of capacitors increases 

by increasing number of voltage levels. According to the original invention [27], the concept can be extended to 

any number of levels by increasing the number of capacitors. Compared to the diode-clamped inverter, this 

topology has several unique and attractive features as described below: Inverter Structure i) added clamping 

diodes are not needed. ii) It has switching redundancy within the phase, which can be used to balance the flying 

capacitors so that only one dc source is needed. iii) The number of voltage levels obtained without connecting 

transformer so that cost of flying capacitor multi level inverter is reduced, in addition power loss reduced. iv)In 

flying capacitor inverter  the capacitors in one phase leg are charged with different voltage levels where as in 

diode clamped multi l level inverter series connection of capacitors share same voltage level. v) In this Real and 

reactive power flow can be controlled. The disadvantages are i) Control is difficult to track the all voltage levels 

for all of the capacitors .ii) Recharging of the all capacitors to the same voltage level and their start up are very 

time taken.iii) real power transmission is not accurate there by efficiency poor. iv) Since the capacitors have 

large fractions of the dc bus voltage across them, rating of the capacitors is a design challenge. v) The large 

numbers of capacitors are more expensive and bulky than clamping diodes. 

Cascaded H Bridge Multilevel inverter [12] use series connection of H Bridge cells with an isolated 

DC voltage sources connected on each cell. There are two groups of CHB Multilevel inverters based on the 

values of DC sources are Symmetrical and asymmetrical. In Symmetrical CHB MLI topology the values of DC 
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sources are equal. To increase output voltage levels, the number of switching devices are need to be increase. In 

asymmetrical CHB MLI topology the values of DC sources are different there by output voltage levels can be 

increased without increasing number of switching devices.CHB Multilevel inverters[20] have been industrially 

employed in several applications like pumps, fans, compressors etc.. .The advantages are i) the regulation of the 

DC buses is simple. ii) Modularity of control can be achieved. In  the diode clamped multi level inverter  and 

flying capacitor multilevel  inverter the individual phase legs must be modulated by a central controller where as 

in the H-bridge multilevel inverters of a cascaded structure can be modulated separately.iii) Requires the least 

number of components among all multilevel converters to achieve the same number of voltage levels. iv) soft-

switching can be used in this structure to avoid bulky and loss resistor-capacitor-diode snobbery. The 

disadvantages are i) Communication between the full-bridges is required to achieve the synchronization of 

reference and carrier wave forms ii) Needs separate dc sources for real power conversions, and thus its 

applications are somewhat limited. One of the other topologies are Modular Multilevel inverter [10, 11], but to 

increase output voltage levels, more components or switches are required. Another topology is Hybrid 

Multilevel inverter [7, 17] which is a combination of CHB and diode clamped multilevel inverters which 

generates nine level.  

 

II. Proposed Multilevel Inverter 

 
Primarily a sub multilevel inverter is designed and then series of all sub multilevel inverters considered 

as novel cascaded multilevel inverter. 

Sub multilevel inverter is designed, used to reduce the number of switching devices. The proposed 

novel multilevel inverter has been analyzed in both symmetric and asymmetric topologies. 

 

A. Design of sub multilevel inverter 

 
Fig 1 design of submultilevel inverter 

 

The fig 1 designed sub multilevel inverter topology contains „n‟ number of dc voltage sources. Some 

switching devices are considered as unidirectional and other are bidirectional. The unidirectional switching 

devices consists of an insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) with anti parallel diode such as S1, S1‟, S (n+2)/2 & 

S „(n+2)/2. . The bidirectional switching devices consists of two parallel unidirectional switches such as 

S2,S2‟,Sn/2,Sn/2‟ .These switching devices  can  withstand both positive as well as negative voltages .The 

designed  sub multilevel inverter can be able to  generate zero and positive levels of voltages only but not 

negative voltage  levels. 

 

 
Table 1Output voltage levels of sub multilevel inverter 
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In the given above  table, „1‟ means that corresponding Switch turned ON, „0‟ means that 

corresponding switch turned OFF. In order to get each and every different voltage levels, two switches need to 

be ON, among them one from upper group and another from lower group. Example: To get out put voltage level 

(n-1)Vdc ,the S‟n/2  and S(n+2)/2 switches are being turned ON. The proposed sub multilevel inverter can only 

generate zero and positive levels of voltages. Equations for proposed sub multilevel inverter  

Nswitch,sub =    2     ,for n = 1        1 

                  (n + 2), for n ≥ 2 

N driver,sub = N switch,sub            2 

N IGBT,sub = 2n          3 

N source,sub = n         4 

All switching devices will get different OFF state voltages  at different types switching combinations. 

The standing voltage is considered as the maximum voltage from these OFF state voltages. Standing Voltage 

(maximum Off state voltage) of S1= (n/2)Vdc and for S2 =(n/2-1)Vdc when S(n+2)/2 switch is ON. Standing 

Voltage (maximum Off state voltage) of S1‟=(n/2)Vdc  and for S2‟=(n/2-1)Vdc when S(n+2)/2 switch is ON. Total 

standing voltage of sub multilevel inverter is sum of standing voltages of all switching devices. With different 

types of „n‟ value the standing voltage of i
th

 sub multilevel inverter (Vstand,,i) can be considered  as following 

Equations based „n‟ is odd or even. 

 

   5                       

                                              
B. Proposed novel multilevel inverter 

 
Fig 2 Design of proposed novel multi level inverter 
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The designed sub multilevel inverters are connected in cascaded to get the desired voltage and different 

number of voltage levels. „m‟ is number of sub multilevel inverters, „n‟ is  dc sources‟ number  in each sub 

multilevel inverter. The dc voltage sources are equal in symmetrical novel multilevel inverter where as in 

asymmetrical novel multilevel inverter the dc voltage sources are different.  

The designed  sub multilevel inverter can able to generate only zero and positive levels of voltages, so 

in order to get negative level of voltage ,H-bridge inverter is need to be connect at output of series connected 

sub multilevel inverters. 

Equations for proposed novel multilevel inverter 

N switch = 2m + 4 , for n = 1      6 

               m(n + 2) + 4, for n ≥ 2                                      

N driver = N switch         7 

 NIGBT =  2mn + 4        8 

N source = mn                      9 

1) Proposed symmetric novel multilevel inverter  

In this topology all of the dc sources of sub multilevel inverters are considered to be equal such as 

Vdc,1=Vdc,2=…….=Vdc, m .        10 

Output voltage level number N level=2mn+1       11 

 sub multilevel inverters number m=(N level-1)/(2n)   12 

Standing voltage on the switches of each sub multilevel inverters Vstand,1=Vstand,2=…….=Vstand ,m .   13 

Total standing Voltage on switches of general Multilevel inverter Vstand,total=m.Vstand,1+4mnVdc,1   14 

2) Proposed asymmetric novel multilevel inverter 

In this topology the different number of sub multilevel inverters has different dc voltage sources. If first 

sub multilevel inverter contains a dc voltage source as Vdc,1 and second  sub multilevel inverter  consists a dc 

voltage  source as Vdc,2,and so on up to Vdc,m .So that to get maximum number of levels below equations are to 

follow  

Vdc,2=(n+1).Vdc,1       15 

 Vdc,3=(n+1)V dc,1+ nVdc,2  = (n+1)pow(2) Vdc, 

Therefore V dc,i= (n+1)pow(i-1)*Vdc,1                     16 

Where i =1,2,3,….m    

N level=2(n+1)pow(m) -1       17 

 The maximum output voltage of asymmetric topology is V0,max=[(n+1)pow(m)-1]Vdc,1     18 

 Total standing voltage of asymmetrical multilevel inverter 

                         m 

       V stand,total =∑vstand,i+4V0,max     

                         i=1                    19 

 

II. SIMULATION RESULTS & STUDIES 
A. Seven level proposed symmetric novel multilevel inverter 

 

Simulation circuit: 
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Output voltage waveform: 

 
 

B. Seven level pre existingsymmetric H Bridge multilevel inverter 

 

Simulation circuit: 

 
 

        Output voltage wave form: 

 
 

C. Comparison between Proposed novel multilevel inverter with cascaded H bridge multilevel inverter in case 

of number of switches for seven levels 
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III. Extension Of Proposed Topology 
By using three single phase novel multilevel inverters connection considered as three phase novel multi 

level inverter. In this the switches cannot be shared between any phases there by single unit is possible. The dc 

voltage sources in different phase units must be isolated hence the load can be star or delta connected. In place 

of three phase load the induction motor is connected for checking its performance like speed, torque, flux, losses 

and efficiency delta connected. In place of three phase load the induction motor is connected for checking its 

performance like speed, torque, flux, losses and efficiency 

 

IV. Conclusion 

In this paper primarily a sub multilevel inverter is designed there after series connection all sub 

multilevel inverters would be considered as novel cascaded multilevel inverter. This can be analyzed in both in 

symmetrical and asymmetrical forms for achieving required voltage and reducing complexity. Finally this novel 

multilevel inverter consists superior features over conventional inverters in terms of reduced number of 

switches, isolated dc supplies, reduction of harmonics, optimal structure, good control, cost and reliability. 
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